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Nonlinear Numerics 
by EUSEBIUS 1. DOEDEL 

Concordia University, Montreal, Canada 

ABSTRACT: The objectives and some basic methods of numerical bifurcation analysis are described. 
Several computational examples are used to illustrate the power as well as the limitations of these 
techniques. Future directions of algorithmic and software development are also discussed. 

I. Introduction 

The principal objective of numerical bifurcation analysis, as opposed to numerical 
simulation, is to compute continuum families of solutions to well-defined operator 
equations. Such computational results give a deeper understanding of the solution 
behavior, stability, multiplicity, and bifurcations, and they often provide direct links 
to the underlying mathematical theories. 

The basic numerical method is continuation, the language in which algorithms are 
typically expressed and analyzed is functional analysis, and the fundamental theoretical 
tool is often the Implicit Function Theorem (1FT). For ordinary differential equations 
(ODEs), the numerical algorithms have attained a high degree of reliability. For 
introductions see Rheinboldt (1), Seydel (2), and Doedel et al. (3, 4), and for a com
prehensive literature overview see Allgower and Georg (5). 

Here we highlight some representative basic algorithms used in the numerical analysis 
ofnonlinear equations. The emphasis is on ODEs, for which there exist several software 
packages in which these techniques have been implemented. We describe computational 
results for four different problems, namely, a singular perturba tion problem, a problem 
with "bursting" phenomena (Plant's model), a problem with derivative discontinuities 
(Chua's circuit), and a problem with homoclinic bifurcations (coupled Josephsonjunc
tions). These examples are used to illustrate the power as well as the limitations of the 
numerical techniques. 

We conclude by describing a selection of problems which we think merit fu ture work, 
since resulting algorithms and software would find many applications. Some current 
efforts in these directions are indicated. 

11. Continuation 

2.1. Regular solution points 
Consider the equation G(x) = 0, where G:Rn 1 1

---+ Rn. Generically, there will be curves 
(''branches'') of solutions. which can be effectively computed by pseudo-arclength 
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continuation (6). Given a solution x0, say, and the direction of the solution branch, x0 , 

a nearby solution x 1 is computed by solving 

(xl-xo)*x0 = L1s, 

for x 1• Typically Newton's method is used, and the next direction vector x1 is then 
easily computed as a by-product. It is easy to see why and when this continuation 
technique works. 

In a more general setting, suppose that G(x0) = 0, where G:PA 1 ~PA2 . Here 811 and 812 

are appropriate Banach spaces. Suppose that x0 is a regular solution point, i.e. 

%(~) = Span{cp} , %(~*) = {0}, 

where G~* is the adjoint of G~. Consider again the extended system 

~(x) _ { G(x), } 
(x - x0)*cp- s. 

Theorem 
Near a regular solution point x0, the equation ~(x) = 0 defines a unique solution 

curve x = x(s). 
Proof This follows from the 1FT, since 

is nonsingular. • 
We note that, in some cases, numerical continuation computations can be rigorous; 

see, for example, Kearfott (7). 

2.2. Simple singular points 
Next suppose that G(x0 ) = 0, where, again, G:PA 1 ~!!42 . Suppose that x0 is a simple 

singular point, i.e. 

%(~) = Span{.pb.p2}, %(G~*) = Span{t/t}. 

Consider the equations 

. -lG(xo+cl<fJt+*f2CfJ2+ y)+J-Lt/l = 0,] 
F(y,Jl,t.~>£2) = Y 41t - 0, 

y*cp2 = 0. 

We have F(O,O;O,O) = 0. 

Theorem 
Near (y,,u;£~>£2) = (0,0;0,0), the equation F(y,,u;£t.t.2 ) = 0 defines a unique solution 

manifold 
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with y(O,O) = 0, Jl(O,O) = 0. 
Proof This also follows from the 1FT, since the Fn!chet derivative 

(Fy(y ,jl;t I ,f2)lF.u(y ,jl;t I ,£2) 

at (y,Jl;tb£2) = (0~0;0,0), given by 

is nonsingular. • 
Assuming F (i.e. G) to be sufficiently smooth, we can derive the Taylor expansion 

1 ,f,*(/! m m .!,*(/! m m 1 ,/,*(/! m m 
( ) 

_ _ o/ XX't' I '1' I 2 + o/ XX't' ) '1' 2 + _ o/ XX't' 2 '1' 2 2 + 0( 3) 
Jl f.t.f2 - 2 1/J*l/1 fl l/l*t/1 flf2 2 1/l*t/1 f2 f ' 

and similarly for y(t: 1,£2). To lowest order approximation, the solutions of G(x) = 0 
then correspond to the level curves 

(1/J*G~x(/)t q;l)d + 2(1/J*G~xq>l (/)2)£1£2 + (1/J*G~x(/)2(/)2)£~ = 0. 

This is the Algebraic Bifurcation Equation (ABE; see Keller (6)) from which, in the 
case of distinct real roots, two distinct directions 

x~xo+£1(/)1 +t:2q>2 

of bifurcating branches can be computed. 
The above procedure, basically the Lyapunov-Schmidt procedure (8), also applies 

to higher-order singular points, and is the first step in the reduction to normal form. 
Normal forms are important in understanding the types of solutions that can exist near 
a singular point. However, these solutions often exist only in a very small neighborhood; 
see, for example, Wittenberg and Holmes (9). Normal forms are therefore of little use 
in determining the actual global behavior of a given system. For numerical purposes 
the importance of the above theorem lies in the ABE that it produces. Furthermore, 
the basic idea, namely that of "extended system", is at the heart of most techniques for 
regularizing singular computational problems. In fact, the pseudo-arclength con
tinuation algorithm is the simplest instance of this idea. 

2.3. Linear algebra 
Extended systems for computing and continuing singular points often give matrices 

in Newton's method that have a special structure which can be exploited. A general 
presentation of the numerical linear algebra aspects of extended systems can be found 
in Govaerts (10). An example of a system with such a special structure is 

(~ 
0 

A* 

1/1* 
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where the n + 1 by n +m matrix A has rank n, and where A* is the transpose of A. This 
system arises in the continuation of folds (m = 1), simple singular points (m = 2), and 
more generally in the continuation of m-parameter optima of some objective functional 
on a solution manifold (3, 4). 

We now illustrate a solution procedure for the above system that requires only LU

decomposition (11) of the matrix A. Pivoting should be used. We have 

~¥(A)= Span{cp,-}7!," JV(A*) = Span{l/1} . 

The first equation is Ax = f-zc. To be solvable, we must have 

1/l*f 
'7 - -

~ - 1/J*c. 

The solution component x then has the form x = xP + I r= 1 a;q>;. Here xP, { q>;}r= 1, and 
1/1 can easily be computed once A has been LU-decomposed. 

From the second equation it follows that q> t C ( xP + LJ- 1 ~<pj) = q>f g, for i = 1 , ... ,m, 

or 

m 

L (cptCcpj)a1 = cptg-cptCxP, i= l, ... ,m, 
j = 1 

which we solve for the { a;}7!, 1• Then 

m 

x = xP+ I a;q>;. 
i= I 

Now find a particular solution yP to A*y = g- Cx, for which the LU-decomposition 
of A can be used. Finally we have y = yP + {31/J, where, by the third equation, 
1/J*(yP+ /31/1) = h, from which 

u h - tjl*yp 
J.' - 1/1 * 1/1 . 

This solution algorithm also establishes the nonsingularity of the full matrix, given 
that A has rank n, that cf/::!.l(A), and provided that the matrix Q, with entries 
Q;j cptCcp1, is nonsingular. These conditions are generically satisfied. 

Ill. Numerical bifurcation analysis of ODEs 

Here we describe some basic ODE continuation problems and we discuss a par
ticularly suitable discretization technique, namely orthogonal collocation. 

3.1. Boundary value problems 
The ODE boundary value problem addressed in Doedel et al. (3, 4) is of the form 

u'(t) = f(u(t) ,A.), !E[O, l], u( ·)/( ·,· )ERn, A.ERn;., 

with boundary conditions 
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b;(u(O),u(l ),A) = 0, i = 1 ,2, ... ,nh, 

and integral constraints 

I q,{u(t),A) dt = 0, i = I ,2, . . . ,n,, 

where we assume that n;. = nb + nq-n + 1, which generically leads to one-dimensional 
continua ("branches") of solutions. 

3.2. Periodic solutions 
A practically important example of a system of the above form arises from the 

numerical continuation of periodic solutions. A numerical scheme for computing stable 
and unstable periodic solutions is given by the time-scaled ODE 

u'(t) = Tf(u(t),A), 

where T denotes the actual period, subject to the periodicity condition u(O) = u(l ), and 
a phase condition 

J: u(t)*U'(t)dt = 0. 

This integral constraint, where u is a nearby reference solution, is a necessary condition 
for D(a)=J~l l u(t+a)-u(t)ll 2 dt to be minimized over a. After appropriate discre
tization, solutions of the above equations can be continued using the pseudo-arclength 
continuation technique. Asymptotic stability and bifurcation information can be 
extracted from the linearized Newton systems. 

3.3. Connecting orbits 
Another ODE boundary value system arises from the numerical continuation of 

connecting orbits, i.e. orbits that connect fixed points of a vector field. The basic 
algorithm, which can be presented in various forms (12, 13, 14), consists of continuation 
of solutions to the following set of equations: the time-scaled differential equations 

u'(t) = Tf(u(t),A), u( · ), f( ·,·)ERn, AERn", 

the stationary point equations 

and the eigenvalue-eigenvector and normalization relations 

fu(Wt.A)Vt ; = J1 1;VJi, vt,.vli = 1, i = 1, ... ,n" 

where, for simplicity, we assume that fu(w0,tl) has n0 distinct real positive eigenvalues 
J1o; with eigenvectors v0;, and that fu(wb2) has n1 distinct real negative eigenvalues J11; 

with eigenvectors vli. (In practice, it is better to work with an orthogonal basis of the 
corresponding invariant subspaces £ 0 and£" or their orthogonal complements.) 
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One can also add a phase condition 

L (f(u,}.) - f(U ,f..))*f.(U))f(U)) dt = 0. 

This integral constraint, with reference solution (u)), is a necessary condition for 

minimizing D(a)=fbiiu'(t+a)-u'(t)il 2 dt over er, also using the fact that 

u"(t) = fu(u,).)u'(t) = fu(u ,A.)f(u,A.). Finally, we require u(O) to lie in the tangent mani

fold £ 0 at "distance" fo from w0 and, similarly, u(l) in £ 1 at distance £ 1 from w1: 

no no 

u(O) = wo+Eo I Co;Vo;, I di = I, 
i = I i = I 

n 1 n 1 

u( 1) = w 1 + f 1 I c 1 ;V ]j, I cL = I. 
i =I i = I 

These last equations can be used to eliminate w0 and w1 from the earlier equations. 

This leaves n coupled differential equations subject to ne= 2n + (n +I )(n0 + n1) + 3 con

straints. In addition to u(t)ER11 we have scalar variables A.eRn'·, f 0, f 1ER, J10 ;,c0 ,.eR, 

V01ERn, fori= I, ... ,n0, and J1. 1,-,c11ER, v1,ERn, fori= l, ... ,n 1• The total number of scalar 

variables is n1• = nJ. + (n + 2)(n0 + n1) + 2. Generically we need nl = ne- n. Thus the num

ber of parameters required for a single heteroclinic connection, i.e. the codimension of 

the orbit, is n;,-n- (n0+ n 1) +I. A branch of orbits requires nA +I free parameters. The 

integration time T is "large" and fixed. It can be shown, under appropriate trans

versality conditions, that the above scheme is well-posed. 

A particular case is the heteroclinic connection of two saddle points in R 2
. Here n = 2 

and n0 = n1 = 1, so nA = I. A branch of such orbits requires two problem parameters. 

Another example is the connection of a saddle to a node in R 2
• Here n = 2, n0 = I and 

n1 = 2, so ni.. = 0. A branch of such connections requires one problem parameter. We 

also have the homoclinic orbit, for which w0 = w1 and n0 +n1 = n, so that n;. = 1. Often 

such orbits can also be computed as the limit of periodic orbits as the period T---+ oo . 

3.4. Discretization 
There are now several software packages for the numerical bifurcation analysis of 

ODEs (see Allgower and Georg (5) for a survey), some of which are more convenient 

to use than others. However, it is generally recognized that those based on global 

solution techniques (as opposed to "shooting") and orthogonal collocation with piece

wise polynomial functions (as opposed to standard finite differences) perform best on 

difficult problems. Here "difficult" refers to boundary or interior layers, strong relax

ation phenomena, sharp fronts and similar phenomena. A selection of such problems 

will be presented in Section 4. 
Introduce a mesh {0 = t0 < t 1 < ... < t N = 1 }, and let ~11- tJ- tJ- 1 for I <j < N. Define 

f!J>J: = {pheC[O,I] :p"ilr
1
.r
1
_dE&m}, 

where f!J>m is the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to m. The orthogonal 
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collocation method with piecewise polynomials (15) consists of finding phEfYJ'h' and A 
such that 

pl,(z1.J = f(ph(zJ.i),A), j = 1, ... ,N, i = 1, ... ,m, 

and such that Ph satisfies the boundary and integral conditions, including the pseudo
arclength equation. In each interval [t1_ 1 ,t1] the collocation points z1,; are the transformed 
roots of the mth orthogonal polynomial ("Gauss points"). 

This method gives a globally accurate solution, which is especially accurate at the 
main mesh points t1 and for the scalar variables A ("superconvergence"; see de Boor 
and Swartz (16)). Moreover, there is a known "optimal" mesh selection strategy that 
minimizes the number of mesh intervals (15). This safeguards, to some extent, against 
spurious solutions and, combined with continuation, makes it easier to compute difficult 
solutions. The collocation method also makes it easy to handle integral constraints. 
Finally, the method leads to a sparse Jacobian matrix in Newton's method, which can 
be efficiently solved, allows the computation of Floquet multipliers at little extra 
expense (17), and gives reasonable performance when implemented on a parallel com
puting system (18). 

3.5. Collocation for PDEs 
Piecewise polynomial collocation has been extended to certain classes of partial 

differential equations (PDEs), but its use there has not been as widespread as for ODEs. 
Here we briefly describe a particular collocation method that may offer advantages in 
bifurcation software for systems of nonlinear elliptic PDEs. Consider 

~u = f(u), xEO. c RN, 

where ~ is the Laplace operator with appropriate boundary conditions and integral 
constraints. We suppress explicit indication of parameters. Suppose the domain is an 
N-cube, which has been recursively subdivided into 2M subrectangles ("finite elements"). 
To each finite element associate appropriate boundary matching points X;, fori= 1 , ... ,n, 
interior collocation points Z;, for i = I, ... , m, and a polynomial p(x) of "order" n +m. 
Require that, at the points X; on any common boundary, the values of neigboring 
polynomials and their normal derivatives match. Also require each polynomial to 
satisfy the collocation equations 

Example 
For the Laplace equation ~u(x) = f(x) in R2

, with a uniform mesh, one central 
matching point per element boundary, and one central collocation point per element, 
an equivalent "finite difference" approximation will have the form 

4 

vi = L a,.pj+ f3if(z), 
j =I 

where u; and v; are the approximate solution and its normal derivative, respectively, at 
the matching point X;. As a basis, choose {I,x,y,x2,y2

}. Then, for each finite element, 
one obtains a discrete set of equations 
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Fig. I. Eight solutions to the singular perturbation problem. Six are qualitatively distinct. 

v1 = (2u1 - u2 - u4)/2h + hf(z)/2, 

v2 = (2u2- Ut- u3)/2h + hf(z)/2, 

V3 = (2u3 -u2 - u4 )/2h+hf(z)j2, 

v4 = (2u4 - u,- u3)/2h + hf(z)/2. 

This method is second-order accurate. • 
In its more general formulation, this PDE collocation method allows high-order 

accuracy and facilitates nested dissection, which reduces computational complexity 
(19). 

IV. Computational examples 

4.1. A singular perturbation problem 
Consider the ODE boundary value problem (20) 

t u"-uu'(u2 - l) - u = 0, 

with u(O) = 3/2, u(I) = y. Written as a system, this becomes 

u 2' = ).[ulu2(u~ - I) + ul]/t , 

with u1(0) = 3/2, u1(1) = y. The solution behavior for varying y, which can be studied 
analytically, is illustrated in Fig. 1. There are six qualitatively different solutions for y 

in the range [- 5/2,3/2]. The computations were done with E = 10- 5
, using orthogonal 
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collocation with up to 200 mesh intervals, 4 Gauss collocation points per mesh interval, 
and (obviously) adaptive mesh selection. The artificial parameter A has been introduced 
for homotopy purposes. We start with A = 0, for which there is an exact solution, and 
with a moderate value off, say, E = 1. The first numerical continuation takes A from 0 
to 1. In the second continuation A= 1 remains fixed, while f decreases from 1 to I0- 5

, 

say. The third continuation takes y from 3/2 to -5/2, with both E and A fixed. This 
final continuation is able to locate all different solution types that occur in the indicated 
range of y values. The calculations resolve the interior layers (in x), follow them as y 
changes, and determine they-ranges where the transitions occur. 

Although these calculations show the effectiveness of the continuation and dis
cretization algorithms, it must be noted that the calculation with E = lo- s requires a 
very large amount of computer time. This is especially true in the range where an 
interior front moves with y, and where the pseudo-arclength step must be very small in 
order for the Newton iterations to converge. For larger£, say E = 10-3

, the calculations 
are relatively fast. 

4.2. Plant's model of bursting nerve cells 
A system is said to exhibit bursting when it changes back and forth between a 

quiescent state and a rapidly oscillating state. A five-variable ODE model for bursting 
in nerve cells developed by Plant (21) is given by 

V= [gisi(V)y1+gTxT][VI- V]+[gKxi+gpc(Kp+c)- '][VK- V]+gL[VL- V], 

XT= [sr(V)-xr]/(CrxT), 

XK = [sK(V)-xK]/(CtxK), 

Y1 = [zt(V) - YI] /((r_l'f), 

C = p[KcxT(Vca- V)-c]. 

Detailed expressions for the various functions in this model and for parameter values 
can be found in Plant's paper. We let g 1 be the bifurcation parameter. 

Figure 2 shows a portion of a branch of periodic solutions. The quantity Norm, 
which is used as a convenient solution measure, is defined as 

where T is the period of the oscillation. Over subintervals of the displayed range of 9~> 
the qualitative behavior of the periodic orbits is characterized by the number of spikes. 
Between these intervals are very narrow regions where one spike is added as g 1 increases. 
Figures 3 and 4, with scaled-time variable t as horizontal axis and with V(t) as vertical 
axis, show representative bursting solutions carrying three and four spikes, respectively. 

Figure 5 shows a blow-up of the bifurcation diagram around the second narrow 
region. To the left of this region, there is one spike; to the right, there are two spikes 
per period. Note that there is no branching process involved in the transition from one 
spike to two spikes. There are, however, cascades of period-doubling bifurcations. A 
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Fig. 2. Part of a branch of periodic solutions for Plant's model. 
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Fig. 3. V(t) versus scaled time t for solution 3. 

typical orbit on the first period-doubled branch is shown in Fig. 6. Note that the orbit 

alternates between one spike and two spikes. 
The main branch terminates on the right in a homoclinic orbit. A very high period 

approximation to this homoclinic termination point is labeled 49 and shown in Fig. 7. 

It still carries four spikes, which are indistinguishable in the scaled-time plot due to the 
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extremely high value of the actual period. Nevertheless, a projected phase diagram (not 
shown) would clearly indicate four spikes. This orbit is another illustration of the 
accuracy and robustness of the computational methods in resolving near-singular 
problems. 
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Fig. 6. V(t) versus scaled time t for solution 49. 
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Fig. 7. V(t) versus scaled time t for solution 15. 

On the other hand, these calculations demand much computation time and, in 
extreme cases, become impossible due to ill-conditioning of the boundary value for
mulation. (Initial value calculations are entirely useless in resolving the transition 
regions and the homoclinic behavior.) Although the use of more numerically stable 
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linear solvers may somewhat extend the computation domain, it is likely that the 
calculations described here approach the computability limits. Two time-scale geo
metric singular perturbation analysis is likely to be the remaining (analytical) tool. In 
fact, such analyses can be found, for example, in Rinzel (22) and Terman (23). See also 
Decroly and Goldbeter (24). 

4.3. Chua 's circuit 
Chua's circuit is one of the simplest electronic devices to exhibit complex behavior. 

A reference related to the discussion here is Khibnik et al. (25). The equations modeling 
the circuit are 

where 

x' = a[y-h(x)], 

y' = x-y+z, 

z' = - 11v fJ. ' 

1 
h(x) = m1x+ 2(m0 -mi){Ix+ 11-lx-11}, 

and where we take f3 = 14.3, m0 = -1/7 and m1 = 2/7. 
Note that h(x) is not a smooth function, and hence the solution to the equations may 

have non-smooth derivatives. However, for the orthogonal collocation method to 
attain its optimal accuracy, it is necessary that the solution be sufficiently smooth. 
Moreover, the typical adaptive mesh selection strategies will fail if the solution, or one 
of its lower-order derivatives, has discontinuities. Although one can be very precise 
about the necessary degree of continuity, it is in practice reasonable to require that 
solutions be c oc·. On the other hand, the adaptive mesh selection enables the resolution 
of "near-discontinuities", i.e. narrow regions in which the solution or some derivatives 
rapidly change. For these reasons, it is desirable that discontinuities be CXJ approxi
mated. Thus we use the smooth approximation 

2x 
lxl ~ - arc tan( Kx ), 

n 

which get better as K-HX). In the numerical calculations, we have used a very large 
value of K, namely K = 106

• 

Figure 8 shows a period-doubling sequence and Fig. 9 displays the last computed 
orbit on the second period-doubling branch. All three branches terminate in Shilnikov 
homoclinic orbits and, due to symmetry, these orbits occur in pairs. The displayed 
orbit, which has period T = 2000, is an approximation to one such homoclinic orbit. 
It is represented in Fig. 9 using x and x' as coordinates, which makes the rapid but 
smooth change of x' near x = - 1 clearly visible. The accuracy and adaptive mesh 
selection of the orthogonal collocation method enables the resolution of this near
singularity, which occurs six times along the displayed orbit. Moreover, the period
doubling bifurcations remain detectable along the computed solution branches. 
However, the continuation process and the Floquet multiplier computation become 
less robust as K increases. 
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Fig. 8. A portion of the bifurcation diagram for Chua's circuit. 
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Fig. 9. An approximate homoclinic orbit (period 2000) in Chua's circuit. 

4.4. Coupled Josephson junctions 
Linear arrays of current biased Josephson junctions which are coupled through a 

shared load are used in various physical devices (26). Results on the general case of n 
junctions can be found in Aronson et al. (27). Here we consider the case of two junctions 
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treated in Aronson et al. (28). Let <pj be the phase difference across the gap in the jth 

junction, for j = I ,2. If the load is a capacitor then, after some algebra and appropriate 

normalization, the evolution of the <pj is governed by the equations 

where {3 is the capacitance of the individual junctions and I is a bias current. Assume 

that IE(O, I), and let a= arcsin I and p = n- arcsin I. Then there are four rest points for 

(<r>~><f>~,<p2,<p;), namely, 

3 - (a,O,p,O), 2= (p,O,p,O), 

1 - (a,O,a,O), 4 = (p,O,a,O). 

Here the rest points have been visually ordered as they appear in the projected (cp"cp2) 

phase plane; see Figs 10--13 for examples. Rest point 1, which is a sink, is not shown 
in Figs I 0--13 as it is of no interest here. Rest point 2 is a hyperbolic point with 2-
dimensional stable and unstable manifolds, and rest points 3 and 4 are hyperbolic 
points with 3-dimensional stable and !-dimensional unstable manifolds. We use a 

subscript + to denote translation by 2n in the first coordinate and a superscript + to 
denote translation by 2n in the third coordinate. Thus, for example, 3+ =(a+ 2n,O,p,O), 

3+ =(a,O,p+2n,O), and 3! =(a+2n,O,p+2n,O). 
A solution { cp1(t),<plt)} is a rotation if there exists a minimal T> 0 such that 

<r>lt + T) = cp;{t) + 2n, for j = I ,2. An in-phase rotation is one for which <p1 = cp2; see 
Fig. I 0 for an example. Although the physical interest is mostly in in-phase rotations, 

it is also of interest to classify other solution types. Numerical simulations, as well as 

PHI_2 

1. 00,-----------------., 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0 . 80 1 .0 

0.10 0.30 0 . 50 0.70 0.90 

PHI_l 

Fig. I 0. Solution I. 
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Fig. 11. Solution 2. 
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Fig. 12. Solution 4. 

numerical continuation studies, show that the general rotation solution structure is 
very rich and difficult to describe. 

In order to provide at least a skeleton of this structure, we have computed loci of 
rotations of infinite period, as they are generally in some way the limit of finite period 
rotations. In particular, all in-phase rotations originate from symmetric heteroclinic 
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Fig. 13. Solution 8. 
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Fig. 14. Loci of connecting orbits for the Josephson junctions model. 
I 

connections between the rest points 2 and 2! . Since the stable and unstable manifolds 
of 2 and its translate 2! are 2-dimensional, this 2-+2! connection is codimension-1, 
and there is a curve I = /({3) in parameter space, namely the leftmost curve in Fig. 14, 
along which these heteroclinic connections exist. 

The existence of a codimension-2 bifurcation point, at solution 1 in Fig. 14, on the 
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Fig. 15. A blow-up of a neighborhood of the codimension-2 point. 

curve I= 1({3) is proved in Aronson et al. (27). This is a homoclinic twist bifurcation 
and there is a branch of asymmetric 2-+2! connections, called "bellows", that emanates 
from it. Figure 11 illustrates such a bellow. A different type of bellow, namely a 
4-+4! connection, occurs along the curve which contains solution 3. 

Another solution type is the discrete rotating wave or "'POM", for "pony on a merry
go-round". We find two branches of infinite-period POMs. One contains 4-+3+ -+4! 
connections; see, for example, solution 4 in Fig. 12. The other consists of 2-+2+ -+2! 
connections; namely the branch carrying solution 5. There are also two branches of so
called infinite period semi-rotors. One consists of 4-+4+ connections (the branch car
rying solution 6), while the other consists of 2-+2+ connections (the branch with 
solution 7). 

All branches, except the in-phase branch, appear to emanate from a single point P, 
namely solution 8 in the enlarged diagram detail in Fig. 15. This is apparently a 
codimension-2 point at which there is a 3-+2+ , and by symmetry, a 4-+2+ connection; 
see Fig. 13. Generically, these connections are codimension-2, since the unstable mani
folds of 3 and 4 are both one-dimensional, while the stable manifold of 2 is 2-dimen
sional. 

Unfolding results in Aronson et al. (28) imply the existence of a countably infinite 
number of branches of 2-+2! connections near P that spiral into P, and a countably 
infinite number of branches of 4-+4! connections near P that terminate in P, but that 
do not spiral. The numerical location of such additional branches has been very difficult, 
especially the additional spiralling branches. In fact, we were at first unable to obtain 
numerical evidence of these theoretically predicted solutions. It was not until the search 
was extended to very large period that we were able to detect another such 4-+4! 
connection. (We mostly used the high-period •'periodic" approximation, rather than 
the asymptotic boundary conditions discussed earlier.) 
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V. Software development directions 

There is a need for further refinement of existing continuation algorithms and 
software for bifurcation analysis, and there is a need for their extension to new classes 
of problem. Below, a brief overview is presented of some problems and applications 
that especially merit further attention. The main categories considered are algorithms 
and software for singularities and manifolds, for some special problems and for large
scale problems. 

5.1. Interactive software 
There is much current interest in computer user-interfaces and communication tools. 

Although it is important that algorithms be made as accessible as possible, there is a 
danger of creating a virtual world of empty shells. The emphasis should therefore 
remain on the algorithmic development within simple structures that allow updating, 
extension, and comparison of algorithms. In dynamical systems, there has been some 
progress in this direction. One notable achievement is the DsTool software (29), which 
includes some continuation capabilities. Another ongoing project, CONTENT (30), 
based on the earlier LOCBIF (25, 31) and on AUTO (32), is primarily continuation 
oriented. 

5.2. Singularities 
5.2.1. Problems with symmetry. Multiple bifurcations do not occur in generic systems 

with one parameter. In fact, even simple bifurcation does not arise. Thus, one could 
concentrate on codimension-1 bifurcations, namely folds, Hopf bifurcations, period
doubling and torus bifurcations, and homoclinic orbits, use extended systems to follow 
these in two-parameters, detect codimension-2 bifurcations, etc. Ironically, most sys
tems that arise in applications are not generic. However, one can introduce suitable 
unfolding parameters, much like the variable J1 in Section 2.2, to regularize the com
putations. The same can be done to deal with Hamiltonian systems (for an example, 
see Doedel et al. (33)). Nevertheless, it is often useful to deal directly with non-generic 
systems, such as symmetric systems, as one may want to exploit symmetries to reduce 
the computational complexity. The software SYMCON (34) is an important devel
opment in this direction. 

5.2.2. Numerical linear algebra. In a typical numerical continuation calculation, most 
computer time is taken by the setting up and the numerical solution of the linear 
systems that arise in Newton's method. As mentioned above, if the problem has 
symmetries then the cost of the linear algebra can often be reduced. More generally, if 
the Jacobian matrices have a special structure then this can often be exploited in the 
linear algebra. An example that covers the two-parameter continuation of folds and 
higher-order singularities was given in Section 2.3. As important as efficiency is the 
numerical stability of the solution algorithms, given the nature of limiting problems 
encountered in continuation calculations. Further work on algorithms, and their 
inclusion in numerical bifurcation software, remains important. For recent work, see 
Govaerts (10). 

5.2.3. Homoclinic bifurcations. In Section 3.3, we briefly described a scheme for 
computing branches of connecting orbits. The method applies to both homoclinic and 
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heteroclinic orbits. Connecting orbits are important in the study of wave solutions to 
nonlinear diffusive systems. They also serve as "organizing curves" ("skeletons") from 
which other solution behaviors can be inferred, as in the Josephson junction example 
in Section 4.4. 

Several unfolding results for singular homoclinic orbits have appeared in the litera
ture; see Kuznetsov (35) for an introduction. Numerical determination and con
tinuation of codimension-2 homoclinic bifurcations has rapidly advanced in recent 
years. See, for example, Champneys and Kuznetsov (36) and references therein. There 
is prototype software for the detection of 16 different codimension-2 bifurcations (37) 
which has been incorporated in AUTO (19). 

5.2.4. Optimization. There is much current interest in controlling chaos, as evidenced 
by the many articles on the subject. Continuation techniques have played little or no 
role in these investigations. However, continuation techniques can be very effective in 
the stabilization of a desired solution type. One approach is the successive continuation 
technique, a strategy for the location and continuation of quadratic singular points of 
successively increasing codimension (3, 4). It applies in particular to the continuation 
of quadratic extrema of an objective functional on a solution manifold. Although, in 
practice, it is not possible to guarantee that a globally optimal solution will be reached, 
the technique does determine the fate of a given optimal solution as an additional 
parameter varies. This provides geometric insight. especially if there are few control 
parameters. Applications include, for example, the search for solutions with some 
desired feature, the stabilization of periodic orbits by controlling critical Floquet 
multipliers, and the optimal placement or annihilation of an instability source (e.g. a 
Hopf bifurcation). Although the procedure is more time consuming than standard 
optimization techniques, its Jacobian matrices have the special structure considered in 
Section 2.3. Efficient implementation in a continuation package remains an unac
complished goal. 

5.3. Manifolds 
5.3.1. Implicitly defined 2D manifolds. The calculation of solution curves and the 

continuation of curves of singular points of successively increasing codimension give 
much insight into the solution structure of nonlinear equations. In some applications, 
however, it is useful to calculate two-dimensional, or even higher-dimensional solution 
manifolds or singularity manifolds. See Allgower and Georg (5) for a survey of some 
basic numerical techniques. A global scheme was developed by Henderson (38), and a 
current software project (Pisces) for computing manifolds and their singularities is in 
progress (39). 

5.3.2. Invariant manifolds. An important manifold type is the invariant manifold in 
dynamical systems. Simple examples are the stable and unstable manifolds of hyperbolic 
fixed points. Software for these has been developed by, for example, Kevrekidis and 
Jolly (40) and Nusse and Yorke (41). Less work has been done on the computationally 
more difficult case of the stable and unstable invariant manifolds of a periodic orbit. 
This problem can be reduced, via the Poincare map, to computing the corresponding 
manifolds of a fixed point. This suggests shooting, but its poor performance for unstable 
orbits makes a direct approach preferable. 

Particularly challenging is the continuation of an invariant torus, a generalization of 
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the periodic orbit. Although a general persistence theory has been known for some 
time (42), feasible computational schemes have only recently emerged; see, for example, 
Lorenz (43) and references therein. The special case of an invariant "circle" has been 
treated more extensively; see, for example, Broer et al. ( 44) and references therein. 

5.4. Special ODEs 
5.4.1 . Delay differential equations. Relatively little work has been done on the devel

opment of numerical continuation and bifurcation software for delay differential equa
tions and, more generally, for functional differential equations. There is a software 
package XPPAUT (45) that can do simulation calculations and some numerical con
tinuation, but it does not include, for example, the continuation of periodic solutions. 
Indeed, the latter problem is inherently infinite-dimensional. Certain numerical schemes 
were developed and tested many years ago (46, 47), but no generally distributed 
continuation software exists for this purpose. Promising recent work has been done by 
Cometto et al. (48) and Luzyanina et al. (49). 

5.4.2. Differential algebraic equations. Differential algebraic equations (DAEs) have 
been of some interest in numerical analysis in recent years. For the case of importance 
here, namely ODE boundary value problems (Section 3), an orthogonal collocation 
code COLDAE has been developed by Ascher and Spiteri (50). However, a general 
continuation and bifurcation code for DAEs does not exist. 

5.4.3 . Systems with discontinuities. As illustrated in Section 4.3, one can approximate 
discontinuous systems by smooth systems to which standard discretization and con
tinuation applies. However, the "near-discontinuities'', which can be resolved by a 
good adaptive mesh, require a very accurate discretization, worsen the conditioning of 
the linear solvers, and reduce the continuation stepsize. In extreme cases, this will 
limit the effectivenes of a numerical analysis, and one must deal directly with the 
discontinuities. One approach is to treat the location of discontinuities as unknowns 
and, after appropriate transformations of the independent variable, obtain an enlarged 
system on the unit interval with scalar unknowns corresponding to the unknown 
interfaces. However, the number of interfaces may be unknown beforehand and change 
during continuation, causing implementation difficulties. There are also fundamental 
theoretical difficulties in the bifurcation study of such systems. 

5.5. Large problems 
5.5.1. ODEs. As already mentioned, there is a need for further refinement of the 

linear algebra algorithms in numerical continuation. This is especially true for large 
systems. Optimal mesh selection may also need re-evaluation. It is not clear, whether 
the current selection criteria are indeed optimal near, for example, homoclinic orbits. 
For very large ODE systems, there is a need for easy-to-install and easy-to-use parallel 
software versions. A prototype implementation is described in Wang and Doedel (18). 

5.5.2. PDEs. The greatest challenges lie, not surprisingly, in the development of 
numerical continuation and bifurcation software for PDEs. There is such a package 
for scalar nonlinear elliptic PDEs on general domains in R2

, namely PLTMG (51). It 
includes continuation and some branch switching capabilities, and has been very 
successful in various applications. The underlying solution technique is that of multi
grid, which is very fast, but whose performance typically degrades when the problem 
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becomes difficult. However, such iterative techniques are a necessity for large scale 
PDE problems in R 3 and higher dimensions. Good results have also been obtained 
with stabilized simple iteration schemes for computing stationary PDE solutions "with 
mostly stable modes"; see, for example, Schroff and Keller (52). 

There remains a need for general bifurcation software for systems of elliptic PDE, 
subject to general boundary conditions and integral constraints. For the case of such 
systems on simple domains in R2

, the generalization of the collocation method of 
Section 3.5 carries some promise. To become comparable to current ODE bifurcation 
software, it will be necessary to use adaptive meshes. In this case, the direct solution of 
the linear systems arising in Newton's method remains feasible, so that a high degree 
of robustness is possible. Interesting applications include, for example, 2D Navier 
Stokes problems. Extension to mixed PDE/ODE systems would be desirable. 

VI. Discussion 

The effective use of numerical continuation for the bifurcation analysis of nonlinear 
equations demands a certain level of knowledge of bifurcation theory, of numerics and, 
of course, of the intended application area. In the case of dynamical systems, this is in 
contrast with simple simulations, which will give results, whether correct or not, under 
almost any conditions. In a numerical analysis, one must understand and confront the 
fundamental reasons of a qualitative change of behavior, have some understanding of 
their possible impact on the numerics, and be able to interpret the results in the 
context of the application. Computational difficulties encountered, or even the results 
themselves, may not be understood or appreciated. without some knowledge of the 
fundamentals of bifurcation theory and numerical analysis. It seems desirable, there
fore, that applied dynamical systems in curricula have a firm theoretical basis, in terms 
of bifurcation theory, and a sound algorithmic basis, in terms of numerical analysis. 

As the examples in the previous sections have illustrated, there are practical com
putability limits, in terms of computer time, necessary precision, and complexity of the 
solution structure. Often one is interested in a limiting behavior, for which continuation 
is a suitable tool, but which leads to ever increasing accuracy requirements and numeri
cal ill-conditioning, hence requiring ever increasing machine precision and computer 
time. Thus, the significance of computed results cannot be fully understood without 
recourse to analytical methods, such as singularity theory, perturbation analysis, or 
global geometric methods. 

However, within the limits of computability, the advantages of a numerical bifur
cation analysis can be numerous. Transitions from stable to unstable behavior can 
often be pinpointed, while phenomena that underlie transitions can frequently be 
determined, whether physically observable (i.e. asymptotically stable) or not. The 
numerical results often provide a much simplified representation of the fundamental 
features of solution behavior, a "skeleton", from which other behaviors <.;an, to some 
extent, be deduced. Sometimes the numerical results may even suggest new methods or 
theories, as was the case, for example, for the coupled Josephson junctions model in 
Section 4.4. For dynamical systems, continuation greatly reduces the dimensionality of 
the computation space, as the results are not functions of initial conditions. Indeed, a 
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carefully computed bifurcation diagram often carries more fundamental information 

than an entire picture book of simulation results can provide. 
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